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The impact of geometry on many-body localization is studied on simple, exemplary systems
amenable to exact diagonalization treatment. The crossover between ergodic and MBL phase for
uniform as well as quasi-random disorder is analyzed using statistics of energy levels. It is observed
that the transition to many-body localized phase is correlated with the number of nearest coupled
neighbors. The crossover from extended to localized systems is approximately described by the so
called plasma model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Study of localization phenomena in many-body inter-
acting systems started, arguably, in the eighties1 but re-
ceived a real start with Ref.2 where, using perturbative
arguments, it was shown that even highly excited states
may be localized in interacting many-body systems for
sufficiently strong disorder. The phenomenon was termed
many-body localization (MBL) and received a lot of at-
tention in last 10 years due to several reasons.
Recent developments in experimental techniques allow
the researchers to study isolated many-body systems3.
An usual scenario assumes that system reveals thermal-
ization for a long-time evolution. It means that for a
small subsystem, the remaining (large) part of the sys-
tem acts as a reservoir. In such a situation the standard
statistical mechanics gives an appropriate description of
the long-time evolution of the system studied as follows
from eigenstate thermalization hypothesis4,5. However,
if the system is placed in a disordered media, the de-
scribed above scenario may be simply incorrect. MBL
prevents thermalization and the system does not reach a
thermal equilibrium characterized by a loss of the mem-
ory of the initial state. Instead, as shown experimentally
in cold atomic experiments6 the system remembers its
initial state. This is the reason why MBL is sometimes
regarded as a phenomenon that could be potentially ap-
plied to build a quantum memory.
While the existence of MBL phase for sufficiently
strong quenched disorder is now well established, the
understanding of the transition between the localized
and extended phases is far from being complete. The
crossover between ergodic and MBL phase lays somehow
beyond the standard equilibrium statistical mechanics. It
should be understood as a dynamical phase transition7
between a region where the system fulfills standard sta-
tistical mechanics (and thermalizes) and a region where
thermalization does not take place. Furthermore the
nature of eigenstates is also changed during this tran-
sition. The entanglement entropy for thermal states
scales volume-like, but for MBL states area law scaling
is postulated8–14. Most of theoretical and numerical re-
sults were obtained for Heisenberg model15–20, typically
for small systems because of computational limitations.
Time-evolution from specially prepared initial states may
be studied using time-dependent Density Matrix Renor-
malization Group (tDMRG) for one-dimensional (1D)
systems of considerable sizes. Let us also note the pos-
sibility to treat a system in the thermodynamic limit
for binary discrete disorder17. The real limitation for
time dynamics studies emerges due to the entanglement
growth which limits the times reliably reached, especially
close to the transition. Such studies are performed for
spin systems but also for models emulating bosons21–23
or fermions24 in a lattice.
In this article we consider a model of the crossover be-
tween ergodic and MBL phase for small 2D systems be-
ing inspired by 1D spin studies18,24–26. We analyze the
statistics of energy levels in the transition between lo-
calized and extended phases. Limiting ourselves to spin
chains we attempt, using exact diagonalization studies,
to compare systems of different geometry. This is also
inspired by recent experiments with many body localiza-
tion for two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional cold
atom systems27–30 as well as theoretical discussions31,32.
Exact diagonalization imposes a severe constraint on
the size of the system we study. We shall consider a
system with 16 spins in different ”lattice geometries”:
a standard one-dimensional chain, 2D ladder-like model
with 8 rungs (2x8 system), 2D - 4x4 square lattice and 2D
- triangular case, all with periodic boundary conditions
(PBC) (compare Fig.1). While it has been recognized
that PBC may lead to additional symmetries for small
systems with a discrete disorder20 following this study we
are confident that for a continuous random disorder PBC
are the appropriate choice that helps us to mimic larger
systems. Two possible disorder realizations are discussed
by us: an uniform disorder as well as the quasi-disorder,
induced by the appropriate arrangement of incommen-
surate frequencies of laser beams involved - the model
leading to the so called Aubry-Andre33 situation for a
single particle physics.
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2FIG. 1. Geometries considered: (a) one-dimensional chain,
(b) 2D ladder-like model with 8 sites in two columns, (c)
a square lattice, and (d) the triangular lattice. We assume
periodic boundary conditions (PBC), formulating them for a
triangular lattice is nontrivial. Letters in (d) panel indicate
which links are to be identified, i.e. ”a” with ”a”, ”b” with
”b” etc.
II. THE MODEL
All calculations are performed for the same Heisenberg
model which is defined by the following Hamiltonian:
H =
∑
<i6=j>
[J(Sxi S
x
j + S
y
i S
y
j ) + JzS
z
i S
z
j ] +
∑
i
hiS
z
i (1)
where < i 6= j > indicates the sum over nearest neigh-
bors (in which each pair appears once only). The first
part of the Hamiltonian describes interactions between
neighbouring spins with a possible breaking of the spher-
ical symmetry in the z-direction. We assume J = 1 as a
unit of energy taking Jz = 1 for the isotropic XXX case
and Jz = 0.5 for XXZ model.
The second part refers to an external field in the z-
direction which is random and produces disorder in the
system. We consider two cases. For the “uniform disor-
der” hi ∈ [−W,W ] is drawn from the uniform random
distribution. We consider also the case of quasi-periodic
disorder defined in the 1D chain6,34–36 as:
hi = W cos(2piτi+ φ) (2)
where: W is the disorder amplitude, i the site number,
τ = 1+
√
5
2 and a phase: φ ∈ [−pi, pi]. Each realization
corresponds to a fixed φ, averages over quasi-periodic dis-
order correspond to averaging with respect to φ chosen
randomly and uniformly.
The definition of quasi-periodic disorder has to be
modified for 2D models depicted in Fig.1(b-d). In par-
ticular for the ladder system (with eight rows and two
columns) let us define index i as a pair j, k with j num-
bering rows and k - columns. Then we take
hi = W cos(2piτj + φk) (3)
where: τ = 1+
√
5
2 , and the phases: φk ∈ [−pi, pi] are inde-
pendent for each column. The same construction holds
for the square lattice model (4x4) with four independent
φk for each realization.
For a triangular lattice model case there is a need to de-
fine a model of disorder which could be realized in a cold-
atom experiment37. We assume that the quasi-random
disorder in the triangular lattice is created by adding a
weak incommensurate lattice:
V (r) =
1
2
W [cos(2piτb3 · r− φ1) + cos(2piτb2 · r− φ2)
+ cos(2piτb1 · r + φ1 − φ2)]
(4)
where direction vectors b1 =
(
0,−√3), b2 =(
3/2,−√3/2), b3 = (3/2,√3/2) and r = (x, y)T corre-
sponds to position of spins with random phases: φ1, φ2 ∈
[−pi, pi].
While the implementation of PBC for ladder or square
models is straightforward, it is by no means so for the
triangular lattice (compare Fig. 1). The same letters in
Fig. 1d identify the links connected in the PBC construc-
tion.
III. LEVEL STATISTICS AND MBL
To characterize the spectra in extended and MBL
regime as well as in the crossover between them we use
tools borrowed from quantum chaos and random ma-
trix theory38,39. While quantum chaos studies consid-
ered typically the so called spacing distributions i.e. the
distribution of spacings between consecutive energy lev-
els (unfolded to have the mean unit density39) a sim-
pler measure called the gap ratio distribution may be
introduced40. The dimensionless gap ratio is defined as
the ratio of consecutive level spacings sn corresponding
to nth energy level:
rn =
min(sn, sn−1)
max(sn, sn−1)
. (5)
3FIG. 2. Color maps of the averaged gap ratio r¯ in function of disorder amplitude and relative energy ε (9). Observe that the
crossover from GOE to Poisson statistics depends on the system geometry. Results are obtained for random uniform disorder
with PBC for configurations: 2x8, 4x4 and the triangular one.
A set of numbers {rn} may be thought as drawn from
some distribution P (r) (we drop subscript n in the fol-
lowing writing simply r). In particular it was found
that for typical ergodic situation represented by Gaus-
sian Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE) of matrices the average
r¯GOE ≈ 0.53 while the Poisson ensemble of uncorrelated
levels (integrable limit) r¯POI ≈ 0.3940. Several numer-
ical studies used the averaged gap ratio, r¯, to charac-
terize the degree of localization18,24,35. Much more rare
were studies of the full P (r) distribution. Interestingly, it
was found theoretically that one may obtain an analytic
expression for the Poisson limit as well as an approxi-
mate formula for the GOE obtained considering smallest
three by three matrices41 (recall that the famous Wigner
spacing distribution for GOE is obtained considering 2x2
matrices). The corresponding expression reads for GOE:
P (r) =
27
4
r + r2
(1 + r + r2)5/2
. (6)
The approximate formula for large matrix sizes is also
available41.
In the opposite limit one may obtain an analytic result
not only for a pure Poisson but for a class of systems
leading to the generalized semi-Poisson ensemble42 by
considering particles on a ring interacting with nearest
neighbors only43. The corresponding expression reads
P (r, β) =
2Γ(2β + 2)Γ2(β + 2)
(β + 1)2Γ4(β + 1)
rβ
(r + 1)2β+2
(7)
Level repulsion parameter β is restricted to values: 0 ≤
β ≤ 1, β = 0 corresponds to Poisson distribution while
β = 1 corresponds to the so called semi-Poisson ensemble.
We mention in detail the generalized semi-Poisson case
for P (r) since recently an interesting study analyzing
level spacing statistics has been presented by Serbyn and
Moore26. They found out, that to a good approximation,
the distribution
P (s, β, γ) = C1s
βe−C2s
2−γ
(8)
(where s refers to spacing between consecutive energy
levels) quite well describes the spacing distribution in the
transition regime between MBL and the extended regime
for the spin system studied. The coefficients Ci are de-
termined by the normalization and the requirement that
the average 〈s〉 = 1. The parameters β and γ are re-
stricted to β, γ ∈ [0, 1]. β measures level repulsion at
small spacings. Interestingly for γ = 1 the spacing dis-
tribution corresponds to the generalized Poisson regime
discussed above.
Several remarks are in order. The distribution (8) ar-
rives from the so called plasma model44. The model pre-
dicts that for large spacings their distribution falls off
as an exponent to a fractional power interpolating be-
tween the power two characteristic for gaussian ensemble
and power one corresponding to the Poisson family. The
original model links this large spacing behavior with an
appropriate growth of the number variance, behaving like
Nγ for large number of levels, N . So γ measures decor-
relation of levels at large distances. A postulate of small
spacing behavior as sβ comes from general understand-
ing of random matrices. In the limit β = 1 γ = 0, Eq.(8)
reduces to a famous Wigner distribution for GOE as de-
rived for 2× 2 matrices. This simple form is a good ap-
proximation only, the proper distribution for GOE has
been derived by Mehta38. It is known that for a suffi-
cient statistics one can easily differentiate between the
Wigner formula and the proper distribution39. Thus the
expression (8) may be at best approximate only. More-
over, recent studies45,46 identify ensembles which capture
MBL transition to a high accuracy - but their practical
application is cumbersome. On the other hand, due to
its simplicity, the plasma model approximate formula (8)
may serve as a first indicative tool in the study of spac-
ings. We shall use it, therefore, in the following.
4FIG. 3. Average gap ratio r¯ (5) averaged over 800-1500 real-
izations of uniform or quasi-disorder for eigenvalues included
in ε ∈ (0.49, 0.51) is presented for mentioned lattices. It shows
directly that statistics of eigenvalues changes from GOE to
Poisson distribution during the crossover. Top row corre-
sponds to details of 1D model: XXX, XXZ with uniform
disorder and XXX with quasi-disorder. In the bottom row
there is presented comparison of averaged r¯ for geometries
and disorders mentioned in the article.
IV. RESULTS
After presenting the systems studied and the tools used
to characterize them it is a high time to discuss the results
obtained. We know already that the transition region
(defined by the amplitude of the disorder) between MBL
and extended states depends strongly on the energy18,35
revealing an apparent mobility edge. Being aware of this
phenomenon we rescale obtained energy eigenvalues us-
ing the formula
ε = (E − Emax)/(Emax − Emin) (9)
where Emax (Emin) are the highest (lowest) energy ob-
tained from a given diagonalization. Then collecting data
from different realizations of disorder we find r¯ cutting
the full ε ∈ [0, 1] interval into small steps. The results
are presented in Fig. 2 for the ladder, square and trian-
gular lattices and the random uniform disorder. The pic-
ture forms a kind of the phase diagram (Ergodic - MBL
phase) in the disorder strength versus energy plane. Such
a map was already presented for the 1D chain in Ref. 18.
FIG. 4. Finite size scaling for the average gap ratio r¯ (5) for
uniform disorder (eigenvalues within ε ∈ (0.49, 0.51) range are
included; number of disorder realizations varied between 250-
100000 depending on the matrix size). Upper panel shows
results for ladder system, the lower panel shows 3xL rectan-
gular lattice. Critical disorder values (indicated in the figure)
Wc are obtained from crossing points between curves forming
original data shown in the insets.
Observe that the transition from the extended to local-
ized phase shifts to larger disorder amplitudes when a
transition to 2D square system is realized. The triangu-
lar lattice is the most resistive to localization requiring
largest disorder amplitude.
This fact correlated to a large extend with the num-
ber of neighbours a given lattice site is connected with
via tunneling. This number is 4 for the square case and
six for the triangular lattice. And indeed the tip of the
lobe for the triangular lattice occurs for W ≈ 12 while
for the square lattice for W ≈ 8 showing an approxi-
mate proportionality of transition W amplitude to the
number of connected neighbors (recall that for a 1D case
the transition occurs for W ≈ 3.7 corresponding to two
neighbors18). Such a scaling indicates that a mean field
analysis of MBL in dimensions bigger than one may be
quite justified supporting the clams of Ref.47.
It is clear that the behavior of the spin systems, re-
gardless of the geometry, strongly depends on energy for
small system sizes studied here. Therefore, we shall re-
strict to the middle energy interval ε ∈ [0.49, 0.51] in the
following. Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the mean r¯ on
5FIG. 5. Distributions P (s) and P (r¯) for 2x8 lattice based on
formulas (8) and (7) with fitted parameters β and γ. Results
were calculated for uniform disorder and quasi-disorder.
the strength of the disorder for different systems. The
top panel presents data for a strictly 1D chain. We ob-
serve that the transition depends on the system (XXX or
XXZ) studied, the transition to localized phase for the
quasi-periodic disorder occurs faster than for the truly
random case. Also this transition seems to be noticeably
more rapid. In our case that is partially due to the dis-
tribution of disorder which, for the quasi-periodic case
favors extremal values. However the similar behavior
was observed even when both quasi-periodic and random
cases were given the same shape of the distribution36.
Ref. 36 gives further arguments towards the claim that
MBL transition for random and quasi-periodic disorder
has different character. On the other hand the difference
in behavior may be, at least partially, related to the pres-
ence of rare Griffiths regions for the uniform disorder48.
The 2D systems are shown in the lower panel. The fact
that quasi-periodic disorder leads to a much faster MBL
is confirmed also for 2D situations. Again, as in Fig. 2 we
may observe an important role of the number of nearest
neighbors - here the triangular lattice is clearly the most
resistant to localization.
Even for such small systems an attempt may be
made at finite size scaling, as performed for, e.g. 1D
systems18,49. The average gap ratio r¯ (5) strongly de-
pends on the system size (compare Fig. 4 where we
present the results for 2 × L and 3 × L ladder models).
FIG. 6. Distributions P (s) and P (r¯) for 4x4 lattice based on
formulas (8) and (7) with fitted parameters β and γ. Results
were calculated for uniform disorder and quasi-disorder.
Similarly like in18 the transition becomes sharper with
increasing size L. The finite size scaling yields both the
critical disorder amplitude Wc and the critical exponent
ν. Interestingly, the obtained exponents are close to the
value 0.91 obtained for 1D system18.
As mentioned in the previous Section we have at our
disposal not merely the r¯ values for the center of the spec-
trum - we may consider the full gap ratio distribution
P (r) or the corresponding spacing distribution, P (s).
Using models (8) and (7) we present in (Fig. 5-7) how
statistics of energy levels change in the crossover regime.
Each figure is constructed in the similar way facilitating
a comparison of systems with different shapes. The first
row represents exemplary histograms fitted with the dis-
tribution of the consecutive level spacings, (8) (left) and
the gap ratio, (7) (right) for the uniform random disor-
der. The second row shows the dependence of the fitted
level repulsion parameter β and the level decorrelation
parameter γ (compare (8)) on the disorder amplitude for
the uniform random disorder. The third row presents the
same parameters but for the quasi-random disorder case.
Results shown in Fig. 5-7 indicate that the scenario of
the crossover has a similar character independently of the
shape of the model studied. Generally, as in Fig. 2, we ob-
serve the shift of the crossover regime towards larger dis-
order amplitudes with increasing number of neighbors in
different models. But also, interestingly, one may roughly
6FIG. 7. Distributions P (s) and P (r¯) for triangular lattice
based on formulas (8) and (7) with fitted parameters β and
γ. Results were calculated for uniform disorder and quasi-
disorder.
determine two distinct regimes. Close to the fully devel-
oped MBL phase γ = 1 indicating exponential tail of the
spacings while β smoothly grows from its Poisson distri-
bution value β = 0 in the MBL phase up to β = 1. Once
the full available value (for time-reversal invariant sys-
tems) of short range level repulsion β = 1 is reached only
then levels start to correlate over large distances, and for
β = 1 level decorrelation parameter γ decreases gradu-
ally to zero. That corresponds to the change of the tail
for large spacings from the exponential to gaussian-like,
characteristic for GOE. Depending on the model, there
may be a small interval of disorder values where both
β and γ changes simultaneously close to β, γ = 1 - the
precise determination of this region would require much
better statistics. Since anyway our data are indicative
only as the transition region is known to change with the
system size (see e.g.18,36) we do not further investigate
this point. Let us just mention that a similar behavior
has been observed for interacting bosons22,23.
Let us also observe in the “close to MBL” region of
γ = 1 the predictions of the generalized semi-Poisson en-
semble consistently well describe both the spacings and
the gap ratio distribution as shown by blue and yellow
dots representing the fits. In the second regime, close
to the extended, GOE-like phase, where β = 1 and γ is
changing no analytic formula is known for the gap ra-
tion distribution, P (r). Thus in this regime only P (s) is
FIG. 8. Average gap ratio r¯ (5) averaged over 800-1500 re-
alizations of quasi-disorder for eigenvalues included in ε ∈
(0.49, 0.51). The localized to extended states transitions shifts
gradually from 1D to 2D value when the vertical coupling be-
tween horizontal 1D chains is increased.
fitted.
V. TRANSITION FROM 1D TO 2D
In cold atomic systems it is quite easy to control pa-
rameters of the Hamiltonian, for example the tunnelings
in different directions. In the recent experiment29 several
1D chains of fermions were coupled perpendicularly mod-
ifying the 1D geometry towards two dimensions. Strong
dependence of the localization on that coupling was ob-
served.
Such a situation may be simply realized in our model.
Consider the modified XXX Hamiltonian, Eq. (1)
H =
∑
i,j
[J‖~Si,j ~Si+1,j +J⊥~Si,j ~Si,j+1)]+
∑
i,j
hi,jS
z
i,j (10)
in a 4 × 4 geometry. Here we shall consider the quasi-
random disorder only with hi,j = W cos(2piτi+ φj). For
a single realization of disorder we take four different ran-
dom phases φj . The results are averaged over several
realizations of the choice of phases and are presented in
Fig. 8. With an increasing coupling between columns of
the system we observe a smooth transition from the case
of the uncoupled 1D chains to the fully connected 4 × 4
plaquette.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the transition between extended and
localized states in the standard spin model using exact
diagonalizations of small systems. By different arrange-
ment of spins we were able to consider different geome-
tries: a 1D chain, a ladder system, a toy model of the
square or triangular lattice. Both uniform and quasi-
periodic disorder were considered.
7We have confirmed that for all the systems studied
the transition between localized and extended states is
sharper for quasi-random disorder. For a given disor-
der it is the number of neighbors that play the decisive
role in deciding how large the amplitude of the disor-
der is needed to observe the transition. This points out
that studies of MBL in two or three dimensions using the
mean field approach are justified. By adjusting vertical
and horizontal tunneling ratio one may realize a smooth
transition between 1D and 2D systems. The localization
border shifts then to large field amplitudes, as expected.
Finally let us mention that very small systems,
amenable for exact diagonalization may be of interest
on their own - experimental study of such small but ex-
tremely well controlled models when atoms may be added
one by one becomes a fashionable field of its own50–54.
Adding well controlled disorder to such systems is en-
tirely feasible.
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